
 
This autobiographical talking dance solo is a “history and lineage, about friendship, healing and love.” 
When choreographer Keith Hennessey told Sara Shelton Mann that he wanted to create a solo for 
her on the occasion of her 70th birthday, she thought, Oh my God, can I just disappear now? For one 
thing, she dislikes dancing by herself: “My thing is relationships, conversations—give me someone to 
talk to.” But she smiled and said yes. For Hennessey’s part, he has never before made a solo for 
anyone but himself.  
 
The two iconoclastic, San Francisco-based, internationally known luminaries of the dance scene go 
way back: Canadian-born Hennessey was a member of Shelton Mann’s groundbreaking contact 
improv company Contraband from 1985 to 1994, which, he has said, was a radical experience that 
continues to influence his work. He teaches, tours and directs Circo Zero, which he formed in 2001; it 
is “a laboratory for live performance that plays with genre and expectation,” producing experimental 
work that mixes performance art, visual and conceptual arts, circus and other disciplines.  



 
Now, Hennessey and Shelton Mann are teaming up—along with Shelton Mann’s longtime musical 
collaborator, composer Norman Rutherford, who is also a former Contraband member—on “Sara (the 
smuggler).” The autobiographical talking solo is described as a dance of “history and lineage, about 
friendship, healing and love.” In creating the piece, Hennessey was inspired by “Growing Up in 
Public,” an autobiographical dance created by the late Remy Charlip, in 1984, for the Dutch-born 
dancer Lucas Hoving when he was 72; Charlip wrote a text from a series of questions he posed to 
Hoving. In the finished piece, which Hennessey saw numerous times when it was performed in the 
Bay Area in the ’80s, Hoving talked about working with José Limon, Martha Graham and others. 
Hennessey studied Charlip’s published text and archive video before beginning a similar process with 
Shelton Mann. He borrowed some questions directly from Charlip: “From Merce [Cunningham] I 
learned this…”; “From [Alwin] Nikolais [Shelton Mann was Nikolais’ protégé in New York in the 1960s] 
I learned this…” and others.  
 
“Remy’s questions tried to inspire movement memories,” emails Hennessey, from Rome, where he 
was working recently. “Sara is quick to respond with metaphor and narrative, but not movement. So 
curious…” During that initial, five-hour interview process, Hennessey also asked Shelton Mann 
questions tailored specifically for her, among them, “What is the earliest dance you learned that you 
still remember, or partly remember?” and “What was the worst misunderstanding between you as a 
choreographer and one of your dancers?” Rutherford recorded the interview; some of it might be 
integrated into the sound score. Hennessey urged Shelton Mann to recollect and accumulate stories 
that go back as far as her earliest anatomy lessons; “the elasticity and failure of memory,” he 
acknowledges, is an inevitable part of the piece.  
 
He also gave her homework: to relearn short fragments of various dances from the past 50 years. 
That period covers her multi-award-winning career: from the time she trained in New York with 
Nikolais and Murray Lewis, to when she immigrated to Nova Scotia in the 1970s as artistic director of 
the Halifax Dance Co-op, to 1979, when she moved to San Francisco, to the founding of 
Contraband—which combined principles of contact improv and spiritual practice—to the present, in 
which, for the past three and a half years, she has been creating a series of solos called “The Eye of 
Leo,” each one made on a different dancer. “We don’t know where the process will take us,” 
Hennessey says. “Charlip and Hoving’s dance is not a box we have to fit into. It is a doorway into a 
particular world, an inspiration and also a ghost, a haunting of lineage and ancestry.” He adds, “I see 
myself as an inspiration and editor of text more than a generator of text.” “I have zero memory!” wails 
Shelton Mann with a laugh, of the many dances she has created.  
 
Six weeks before opening she was perusing a folder of writings about her first dance teacher, 
Francesca Boas. “I remember very much my relationship with her, and things we did together,” she 
says. As for Hennessey’s interview questions, she’d be happy to go with anything he wants to 
include, although she’s not sure she’d want to go too far into her personal history (which includes a 
very troubled and lonely childhood in the South) “unless we were going to focus on Sara the woman.” 
So who exactly is Sara the smuggler? Hennessey chose the title with reference to the name 
Contraband. “Thus,” he says, “she’s a smuggler, of contraband goods, of illicit or black market ideas 
and energies, images and actions, sensations and desires, popularly bought, sold, traded, stolen or 
otherwise exchanged across all kinds of borders.” “I’m hidden, I’m good at disappearing,” concurs 
Shelton Mann.  
 
For her, contraband means to smuggle essence, or the divine, into the theater. She sees her 
smuggler self as a bit of trickster; when working with dancers, she “smuggles” in her ideas or desires, 



not telling them what the piece is about or exactly what she wants them to do, but rather empowering 
them to dance from their guts, “so that they’re transparent, present, vulnerable, powerful, yet with skill 
and articulation.” She’s always inducing them to pull off their masks. Hennessey says he’s influenced 
by Shelton Mann’s leadership style, but his own is different in certain ways: “I name the political 
structures we are working with, that we are not working with.” He adds, “Sara is a relentless seeker. 
Her belief…that dance research and experimentation are crucial to (her) survival is infectious, 
contagious, inspirational.” Comments Shelton Mann, “It’s funny that he sees that.…I have to 
completely destruct and destroy so I can work with emptiness, with the unknown. I draw people to me 
who are interested in not knowing, and in researching something that is impossible and unexplainable 
in a way.”  
 
When she started Contraband (which disbanded in 1996), she envisioned making not a piece or a 
company but a group for research, where the participants would do everything: drumming, writing, 
making images, personal growth work. She staged performances in theaters under bridges, on the 
streets, in warehouses and elsewhere. What happens when a trickster is challenged to fully reveal 
herself—just as she has always demanded of her dancers--in an autobiographical solo? The mask 
she knows she must remove is the mask of “that thin, strong, articulate, flexible, capable, beautiful 
Sara. That’s not who I am anymore.” With a dislocated femur, she has limited flexibility, can’t run or 
do aerobic things; her doctor says she has way too much energy and power for her body. And 
although she told Hennessey she doesn’t do solos, she does love performing and spoken word—
she’d have been a writer if not a dancer—and, hip notwithstanding, is clearly delighted to embark 
upon “Sara (the smuggler).” Still, “I’m not so much a smuggler anymore,” she confesses. “Maybe 
Keith sees something in me that I don’t see.”  
 
In the past, in the few duets they’ve done together, they played off each other, but largely she was the 
provocateur. Now he’s the provocateur. “Interesting: the roles are reversed,” she says.  
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